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Annual General Meeting – 30th January 2022 

Brief Report by Brian Dawson 

 

The club’s Annual General Meeting was held on Sunday 30th January 2022, once again at the East Rand 

Radio Club hall on the banks of Homestead Dam.  It was an overcast, rather gloomy day, and it rained on 

and off, including just as we were finishing off our braaiing. 

The meeting was attended by 15 of the paid up membership (for 2021) of 29, and 6 proxy forms were 

submitted by members who could not attend in person.  So we actually had a bigger quorum than we had 

last year…  We were very grateful for this show of support for the club! 

Glynn presented his Chairman’s Report (provided in full hereunder) which provided a pretty muted picture 

of the club struggling to keep active and afloat through the second year of the global Covid-19 pandemic, 

but proud that we were able to continue to do so, while many others around us had folded.  He mentioned 

what we consider to be excessive charges by Northmead Mall Management for our electricity usage, noting 

that this would be discussed in more detail under “Finances”…..  

The Finances were then duly discussed, with Jan regretfully reporting that the club had made quite a 

substantial “loss” for the year, due primarily to the high charges by NMM (as we had basically spent very 
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little on anything else), despite having been able to successfully host three swap meets during the year.  

JohnB had again served as assessor, and had examined the books and found the financial report to be in 

order, and it was then duly accepted. 

The major issue for discussion at the AGM was the future of the club, and whether we could afford to stay 

on at Northmead, at the existing membership subscription rate (given that we are running at a loss due to 

the charges by NMM), or whether we “move somewhere else”, or up the annual membership subscriptions.   

A few different venue “options” had been looked at, but nowhere were we going to be able to get suitable 

premises for “next to nothing”, as we had been able to enjoy at NMM in the past, through Colin TT’s good 

relationship with the (previous!) mall management.  It was pointed out that what we ARE paying is actually 

minimal compared to others’ commercial charges. 

The option of “putting the club into storage” (storing the layout modules and everything else in containers 

somewhere *and still having to pay for this storage!+, and then being dependent on finding a school or other 

hall somewhere where we could set up a layout on occasions during school holidays) was rapidly dismissed 

as “not an option”. 

That left us with only one route to go, if we did not want to close the club down.  It was then inevitable that 

the fees would have to be increased, for us to be able to cover the cost of remaining on at Northmead. 

Having also prepared for this scenario, Jan was able to present an alternative budget, based on a 

substantially higher membership subscription.  The principle that a higher membership fee could not be 

avoided was generally accepted by the meeting, and then we needed to discuss the finer detail of exactly 

how much to charge, and how it could be paid off.  

It was eventually decided that we would go with a membership fee of R1,200.00 per year (equivalent to 

R100 per month, or R25 per session if you run your trains four times in the month), with R1,800.00 as the 

family membership rate.  Sorry, guys… but the alternative would have to be to close the club…………    

Jan Kruger had, prior to the meeting, announced that he was no longer available to serve as the club’s 

Treasurer, and so it was necessary for us to elect a new Treasurer.  Mia van Breda (who was not actually at 

the meeting) was then duly elected in absentia (more about the circumstances of her election later  ). 

Glynn, Mark and Brian had agreed to stay on in their positions, unless anyone else wished to offer to serve.  

There were no offers or nominations from the floor, and so those three get to stay on, despite all having 

long exceeded their two-year tenure as per the club’s constitution. 

The rest of the meeting was then devoted to a discussion about the layout, and ownership (and care and 

maintenance) of the modules.  Most of the modules making up the club’s layout belong either to the club 

(having been officially donated), or to deceased or absent (moved overseas) members, or members who are 

in very poor and declining health.  The proposal that existing members be allowed to take over ownership 

of (and thus custodianship of and responsibility for) these modules was accepted. 

And it seems as if the members are keen to resume visits to other layouts, if these can be arranged!        

Towards the end of the meeting, Niel again slipped out to light the braai fire...  
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Chairman’s 2021 Annual Report to AGM – January 2022 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

Good morning all. 

I would like to thank you all for attending this AGM. 

Last year my opening paragraph said that it would 

probably be the shortest AGM report in the history of 

EMRIG!  Little did I think then, that this year would be 

much the same.  Covid has certainly put paid to that 

idea.  It is unbelievable what this little pest has done to 

the landscape of the world.  Again, in last year’s report, I 

said “Hopefully, going forward, things will start to turn 

around and will return to normal”.  Well, they did not, 

unfortunately. 

I can also say, it has not just affected EMRIG, and can say 

that EMRIG has been rather resilient and kept on going, 

but changed a bit.  The organisation that rents this 

building (East Rand Radio Club) basically only had one 

event, or use of this hall last year!  Just one!  I hear of other organisations that have all but collapsed, yet, 

EMRIG is still here, still holding Swap Meets, and still having club meets, largely through the eagerness and 

persistence of our members.  It certainly is gratifying to see some of the members champing at the bit to 

get back to running their trains. 

Going further afield, and still model train-related, it is so interesting to see how clubs overseas have 

evolved.  It would appear that club meetings have gone online now, using Zoom, Teams or Google Meet.  

The most interesting aspect for me is when members discuss something related to the hobby.  Like building 

layouts, design philosophies, constructing buildings, doing scenery, etc. etc.  Pre Covid, they would do like 

us and meet at the club once in a while and actually do things, together.  I must say, the current format is far 

more appealing to me in that I can partake in watching.  For example, there is the OPSIG group.  Every 

month, one of the members talks about their operating system on their railway.  There is just so much to be 

learnt, and I can sit in the comfort of my own home, even on my bed with the big screen, make and drink 

coffee or prepare and eat some food, all while watching the video, which on average is between 1 and 1,5 

hours long. 

I have wondered if we should do something similar, but my question would be, what would the 

participation be like and how many presenters would there be? 

Again, last year, I mentioned that Jan and Niel were about 95% complete with Bob’s modules.  I think I can 

confidently say it is now complete and ready to go in.  Just that Covid has gotten in the way…  I also said the 

staging yard had been put on the back burner for the same reason.  Hopefully this year we can get it in, but 
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again all this had been put on hold pending this AGM, and our decisions about the future of EMRIG and our 

presence at Northmead Mall. 

One event we have managed to keep going is our Swap Meets.  Although I think we cancelled one and 

moved another out…  I am in two minds as to their attendance, though.  I must say, to me, they still seem to 

be as active as before, but December the attendance was down.  As other members said, though, the 

timing was perhaps wrong with regard to Christmas, holidays, pay day, etc. etc. 

I still say that I do enjoy the Swap Meets, though. It really brings the community together and everyone 

seems to have a good time. 

Coming to finances… You will remember last year we had an SGM to discuss the club house and Northmead 

Mall.  We have steadily been eating into our financial reserves and cannot continue for much longer under 

the current circumstances.  However, we will discuss that later under the Finances section and under 

General.  But the time has come to make some serious decisions. 

Looking forward, what activities and or events will the club exercise?  Well with Covid, the best laid plans 

often get destroyed.  We do have two exhibitions (if I can call them that) coming up.  One being the 

Toyz4Boyz and the other being Planes, Trains and Automobiles.  We are going there with mini layouts and 

mainly static displays. I must actually thank Mark for thinking out of the box and suggesting small, static 

displays as against setting up our exhibition layout, which is better done for a 2 or even 3 day event!  Now 

an event I can really look forward to. 

I cannot end this report without saying a big thank you to the other committee members, Mark, Jan and 

Brian.  Every time we have had a committee meeting, they have been in the video conference.  If anything, I 

am the one messing up their schedules by changing the date at times.  A special thank you today to Jan 

who, as many will know, has resigned as our treasurer.  He has more pressing matters at the retirement 

home where he stays.  Thanks very much, Jan, and we certainly hope to still see you around!  By the way, 

remind me not to retire…  It seems you have even less time when you’re retired than when you work for a 

company! 

Lastly, a word of thanks to John Burkhardt who has verified our financials.  John, thank you very much.  It is 

honestly appreciated. 

Last, but not least, to all of you that are here today.  Thank you for coming here and being a part of this 

rather important event. 

Glynn Chamberlain 

30th January 2022 
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Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

The Club has Re-opened 

As the number of daily new cases has declined steadily, the 4th Covid Wave seems currently to be on its way 

out.  Although today’s figure (3085 new cases reported on 1/2/2022) is still above our suggested threshold, 

the club is open again (and has been for a couple of weeks now).  But please remember, use of the club 

facilities (and meeting up there with other club members) is and has always been “at own risk”.   

We are still maintaining a Covid Attendance Register, and there is a thermometer for checking your tem-

perature, as well as sanitiser for hand-use.  There is also sanitiser available at the entrance to the mall out 

of the upper level carpark towards the lifts and stairs (but not at our own “backdoor” entrance).  Please 

continue to adhere to the requirements of social distancing as best possible, and feel free to wear your 

mask inside the premises (the ventilation is really not that great, seeing as we do NOT run the aircons in 

order to try and contain our electricity usage), even if others are not.   

Our New Treasurer – Mia van Breda! 

Jan Kruger has done an absolutely sterling job as the club’s Treasurer for the past five years or so.  But Jan 

had resigned, and at the AGM we desperately needed to elect a new Treasurer… 

In a move rather reminiscent of Glynn’s election as Chairman some four years ago (when he was not at the 

meeting, instead visiting Isimangaliso National Park, and was phoned by Niel to tell him that we wanted 

and needed him to serve as Chairman), Mia van Breda received a similar phone call on Sunday!   

Once again, there had been no nominations or offers for the position of Treasurer received prior to the 

meeting, nor were there any offers from the floor at the meeting.  In fact, everyone seemed to be earnestly 

studying the floor, or the ceiling, trying hard to avoid eye contact with Glynn who was trying hard to get 

someone to offer to take over Jan’s position.  

Then someone (who shall remain nameless) suggested Mia.  Glynn said “we need someone to phone her, 

like I was phoned!”  Rene’ offered to do the meeting’s bidding, picked up his phone and disappeared out-

side.  It was quite a long conversation, but when he came back inside he had a smile on his face, and gave 

the meeting a thumbs-up! 

Mia had agreed to take on the position – provided that Jan would be available to assist and guide her, es-

pecially in the beginning.  Jan readily agreed to this, and the meeting was very happy indeed to then duly 

elect Mia as our new Treasurer!  Welcome on board, Mia! 

Tuesday Evening’s Running At The Club 

We held the first of our planned monthly evening running sessions for 2022 at the club on Tuesday 25th 

January – an SAR trains evening!  Jimmy, who doesn’t have any SAR trains, was there and ran the club’s 
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Blue Train.  Mark brought along his 5Es and ran freight.  Brian had his Class 34 diesel, also running freight, 

battling a bit with traction around the sharper curves until he removed a few wagons to lighten the load.  

Rene’ brought a beautiful new blue Transnet E7 loco (we told him it was supposed to be an SAR evening!!), 

which he ran light.  JohnB also brought some Class 5Es – not just any old 5Es… these were Blue Train 5Es 

with Susu motors and LokSound, sounding absolutely beautiful! He also had a Class 34, kitbashed with a 

SARM body on an LLP2k SD9 chassis, also with LokSound.  He ran both around “light”, showing off the red 

rear warning lights.  Nice, John!  But the star of the evening in my view was definitely Eugene’s beautiful 

sound-equipped Class 25 condenser steam loco and his long Trans Karoo train!  And when he replaced the 

Class 25 with his Red Devil, that then really stole the show!   

Fortunately Mark took some pics (sadly, I didn’t think to do so), and a lot of video clips, which were posted 

on the club’s chatgroup.  I’m just reproducing his photos here, for those who aren’t on the chatgroup. 
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At one stage I counted ten of us at the club that evening, the highest number of guys at the club in a while, 

I think!  Not everyone ran trains… some just sat and chatted, and watched the action, but it was great to 

get together again, with a common interest. 

The general impression I got was that it was a most pleasant and successful evening, enjoyed by all!  We did 

have one major disappointment, though….  Having spent the day working at Chamdor, I was SO looking 

forward to again buying myself a Russian & chips from the NMM Fish & Chips shop for my supper.  But 

when I arrived to place my order, I was told “Sorry, no more chips”!  How can a Fish & Chips shop not have 

CHIPS???!!  And so JohnB (who also wanted his fish & chips) and I both had to make do with sandwiches 

from Pick ‘n Pay for our suppers instead – really a bit of a let-down!…    

Our next evening running session is planned for Tuesday 22nd February, and this will be a European 

(including British!) trains evening.   And then on 29th March it’s the turn of the Americans… 

Toyz4Boyz 

This event will be held on Sunday 27th March, at Rand Airport, at the Phoebus Apollo Aviation centre off 

Rand Airport Road (opposite the entrance to Germiston High School).   EMRIG will be one of the many 

exhibitors on the day.  We will be inside one of the two hangars, well protected from the elements 

(whether they be rain, hail or sunshine on the day!). 

We’ve requested / booked an exhibition area of around 12m x 3m, against the back wall of the hangar, and 

directly across from the entrance doors, so that people entering the hangar will not miss us!  There is a 

massive apron area outside the hangar, where there will be cars / planes / trucks / motorbikes / boats / jet 

skis / 4x4s / offroad equipment, etc. – all nature of “toys” that that will be attractive to “boys” with 

money!....   

Our idea is to set up a small layout (hopefully Doug Langford’s Douglasdale station modules *the shunting 

puzzle and some branchline leads], and also William van den Berg’s super little N scale layout), connected 

up so that we can show off DCC capability, sound, etc., and then to have additional static displays on tables, 

as well as slide and video presentations looping continuously, projected onto the wall behind us.   

The idea is to promote our hobby – show off some of our trains, a few modules, some landscaping, to give 

the attending crowds some idea of what our hobby is all about, and what we as a club are capable of… and 

hopefully, at the end of the day, attract some new members to the club or at least to the hobby. 

We will set up our displays on the Saturday, and then everything will be locked up and secured overnight. 

And then, on the day, we’ll need some club members (on a roster basis) to assist with manning our display, 

being there to answer questions and promote our hobby!   

Tickets will be available through Computicket.  Have a look at the poster below… make an outing of it for 

the whole family, or at least a “Dads & Lads” thing with sons or grandsons! 
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Planes, Trains and Automobiles 

And then the following weekend, on Saturday 2nd April, we have ANOTHER exhibition / display opportunity, 

where we can try and garner even more new members!  This one will be held at the SAA Museum, also at / 

very close to Rand Airport.  

I don’t have quite as much detail about this one as yet, other than that we will be able to move our display 

material straight across to the new venue when we pack up at Phoebus at the end of the day on Sunday 

27th, and it can be stored there at the SAA Museum for the week until we set it out on Friday 1st April.  

I’m sure we will hear more about this one in the near future, but essentially our display there will be the 

same as for the Toyz4Boyz exhibition, so as to minimise our preparation effort. 

 

Swap Meets Update 

Our next Swap Meet is scheduled for Saturday 26th February, at the end of this month…  Hopefully by then 

our current “4th Wave” will be a dim and distant memory, and there will be no need for any gathering re-

strictions, and we’ll be able to hold it without any stressful concerns.  So, in the meantime, “save the date”, 

and be prepared to come along and help setting up and breaking down afterwards…   

 

Club Communications Media (our routine monthly reminder) 

These are our Newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members / posted on the Whatsapp Chatgroup once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who 

have requested such, are emailed a copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also 

housed in the club library (in a blue file).      

The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, you need to be an ac-

tive paid-up member of the club.  Send Niel a message at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something urgent or “special” that you need to be notified 

about.  You need to have been added to our “Google Groups” mailing list…  Let Glynn know if you aren’t 

receiving mails this way, and believe you should be. 

 

http://www.emrig.co.za/
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Letters To The Editor 

 

Editor’s Note: I received an email in October, which inter alia suggested that we have a Letters To The Editor 

section in this newsletter…    

Come on, guys and girls!  Let’s hear what you have to say… about the newsletter (what you do and don’t 

find interesting!), about our railroad modelling hobby, about prototypic trains… in fact, anything train-

related!!!  Let’s hear from you!  Send your comments / suggestions / contributions to me by email at 

editor@emrig.co.za.     

 

Last month I received the following in an email from Jean Dulez, which he had received in response to his 
“Transnet and the Chinese Problems” article, from someone with “inside” information… 

 

Hi Brian,  

An insider contact has sent me some comments revealing that Transnet themselves are partially to blame 
for the “Chinese” debacle.  Herewith his comments on my article: 

  

1. Transnet had themselves  effectively decided to not order spares for the Chinese electric locomo-
tives - CRRC were actually initially willing to deliver the spares which were ordered by TFR in 
2018/2019 - Transnet decided not to take delivery of the spares - this is a serious  internal issue to 
the detriment of the company and its operations. 

2. The issue with the class 45D is also due to Transnet Engineering not working properly as a 
cal  sub-contractor to CNR - they had  found every avenue to delay the manufacture/assembly of 
the locos in Bayhead.  It has come to light that CNR (China North Rail, now part of CRRC) represent-
atives were still recently in SA and Transnet is effectively blocking them from attending to their lo-
comotive problems - under the excuse of the 2019 suspension notice. 

3. Final comments: Transnet is currently being run by accountants, politicians and lawyers, so the 
sooner senior management is returned to veteran and experienced railwaymen, the sooner the 
company will overcome its current problems. 

 Cheers 

Jean  

 

 

mailto:editor@emrig.co.za
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Tips, Hints and Savings 
 

 
Editor’s Note:  Ralph Davey came up with this idea, mentioned in his Letter To The Editor in our November 
newsletter. And just three days into the new month, he had already sent me his first contribution in this new 
series! Thank you, Ralph!!   
 
And now we need the rest of you readers to also submit your Tips, Hints and Savings ideas for inclusion in 
this section in future newsletters, please! Your contributions can be a small as just a paragraph (hopefully 
with a photo or two to illustrate your suggestion, but not essential!), or a page, or a few pages... whatever it 
takes to describe YOUR ideas (or the helpful tips and suggestions that you have come across somewhere – 
although we please need to acknowledge the source if you know where you picked it up).  These 
contributions can be sent to me at editor@emrig.co.za.  
 

Sanitiser as a Ballasting Aid   By Ralph Davey 

 
Those of you who ballast track know it is a task that can be messy, not always easy, and needs the right 
frame of mind when it is done.  Two of the methods noted and promoted in the magazines and sites are: 
 

1. Older Method. 
Add the ballast for tracks (by whatever method you prefer) and prepare it for the glue.  Older method is to 
then apply “Wet Water” to the ballast. 
 
For those who don’t know, “Wet Water” refers to water with some drops of liquid dishwasher added.  How 
it got the name, no one can be sure, but that is how it is referred to. This is then sprayed or added with a 
dropper or fine nozzle bottle.  Then the PVA white glue / water mix is added.  Get the mix wrong and you 
have a white-coloured swampland spreading away from the track.  Once you wipe this up, everything is 
sticking to your hands because of the glue mix you will get onto your hands.  Clean it up and get your hands 
cleaned up.  If the mix is fine and it works, you should not do more than a metre at a time.  This is because 
the “wet water” dries quickly and if dry, the PVA white glue component will sit on top of the ballast like an 
army pudding, just staring at you and daring you to try to work it into the ballast.  On HO it was still 
manageable, but on N gauge one needs to be very careful using this method. 
 
But I did overcome these challenges and most of my ballasting was done this way till I found out about the 
next option… 
 

2. Newer Improved Method. 
Add the ballast and prepare it for the glue.  Spray or add with a dropper (better option as it is expensive and 
spraying wastes) Isopropyl Alcohol to the ballast.  This soaks into the ballast, and the ballast remains wet for 
a longer period of time.  Then the PVA white glue / water mix is added.  The glue mix does not flow away 
from the tracks if it is too diluted as in the above method.  This is probably the better option for N gauge. 
However, make sure the room is well ventilated, and that you step away regularly to get some fresh air.  If 
you cannot remember your name or why you are staring at the track for long periods of time, you have 
been taking in too much of the alcohol. 
 
I battled to get Isopropyl Alcohol in South Africa.  I then went to Dischem and bought alcohol.  It comes in 

mailto:editor@emrig.co.za
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70%, 80% and 90% mixes.  You will get funny looks from the staff and manager.  They think you are running 
a meth lab or something similar.  When you try explain why you need it, to ballast model railway track, they 
really think you are sampling your own product.  It is expensive, and when Covid struck it was not readily 
available.  I paid anything from R300 upwards for 200ml!  But it is a better method for ballasting. 
 

3. Sanitiser….!!! 
 
During the last year or two, when Covid was the centre of all the universe, we were getting sprayed with 
sanitiser constantly.  As a family we bought various makes and brands.  I happened to look at one brand, 
Bennets, which is in a 250ml spray bottle, and is 80% alcohol.  I pay around R60 for this bottle.  I wondered 
if it would work.  I tried it and it does.  Also I get the benefit of a sanitised track, and the people figures on 
the layout are better protected against Covid.  I even diluted it a bit to see the effect, and it still worked. 
 
The process can also be used for scenery additions. 
 
So – another tip and hint you could adopt…    
 
 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
“… by whatever method you prefer…”     
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MY MODEL RAILROAD HOBBY AND HOME LAYOUT 
– ……… (Brian M is taking a well-deserved break this month) 

 

By Brian Messenger (The HOn3 guy in Knysna!)  

 
… but, meanwhile, here’s a sneak preview of something that Brian M is currently working on…. 
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A Historical Blast From The EMRIG Past – circa 2010 

 

Photos by Jimmy Mattushek  
 

 
Editor’s Note: Jimmy joined EMRIG in about 2010.  He took some photos of the layout as it was at that time, 
in what is now the Pick ‘n Pay Clothing store.  We’re not sure of the exact date, but I am sure that these old 
pics will bring back some fond memories for some of our older longer-standing members!...  
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How It All Began For Me… 

By Brian Dawson 

 

Those who have told us their stories so far are: John B (May 2021), Jimmy M (June 2021), Colin A (July 2021), 

Kobus P (Aug 2021), Mia vB (Sept 2021), Kevin C (Oct 2021), Ralph D (Nov 2021), and Rene’ B (Dec 2021).  

Editor’s Note: When I pointed out to Rene’ that his article was all really fascinating stuff, but that it didn’t 

tell us anything about how HE (Mr Rene’ Bosch from @Trainz!) got involved with model trains, he said he’ll 

do that next (sometime!), and then he rushed off somewhere to attend some or other big hobby fair!!...  

   And he’s been rather busy ever since... But he still needs to write that story for us!!....  Meanwhile, 

while we wait, here’s my own story……. 

Okay… so I have already told a small part of this story (in our April 2021 newsletter)…  

I’ve told how – for my second birthday, when we lived in Dundee in Natal – I received a really fancy 

Fleischmann train set from one of my uncles… and then had to sit on a chair and watch my dad and my 

uncle set up the tracks on the dining room floor, and then run my train for me, because I was much too 

young to do so myself.  (Having recently attended my youngest granddaughter’s 2nd birthday party, I’ve 

realised once again just HOW age-inappropriate a gift that fancy train set was, for me at that age!) 

It was an American freight train set, consisting of a 4-6-2 Pacific loco with tender (just like the one 

illustrated below, but not UP – mine was a generic “no-name-brand”), with 6 or 7 freight wagons each from 

a different railroad, and a no-name-brand red caboose.  As you can see from the photo below of the actual 

freight cars, I still have them, or at least most of them (I think that there were actually two flatcars in the 

set?)!  Unfortunately, time – and a large degree of childish poor-handling and mal-treatment – has meant 

that much of what is left of the original set is in pretty poor condition… all that’s left of my original loco can 

be seen in the pic at bottom right! 
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My understanding, from family stories passed down over the years, is that it was actually my father and my 

uncle (whenever he came to visit from Pietermaritzburg) who played with “my” train.  And then my little 

brother soon came along, when I was three, and suddenly “my” train set had to become “our” train set!   

But, like I have said, I have no memory of having played with that train as a pre-schooler.  We left Natal 

when I was four, and moved to the Cape.  In the Cape we didn’t have a “train room” or a spare room, so if 

we ever played trains in the three years while we lived there we would have had to set it up each time on 

the floor somewhere.   

Then we moved up from Cape Town to Joburg when I was about to go into Grade 2.    In the Joburg house 

we had a small outside room, which became our “train room” (and general play-room!).  Dad set up a large 

L-shaped board for us, taking up about ¾ of the room, and built us a very basic layout.  So from that age 

(about 7) I do remember starting to play trains, with my brother and our neighbourhood friends!…  

Each time our grandparents came up from Maritzburg to visit and stay with us, Grandpa would take us off to 

a train shop somewhere in Commissioner Street and buy my brother and I each something to add to our 

train set.  That’s when my brother got his first loco – a little DB 0-6-0 with tender (easier for him to handle 

than my Pacific), and later a small two-axle electric centre-cab shunter, while I later got a “Swiss” electric 

loco, and our train collection started to grow… 

   

We only lived in that house for three years, before moving again.  The new house had an outside room, but 

that was where the maid stayed.  My brother and I shared a really big bedroom.  Dad then decided that the 

only way to accommodate our trains (so that we could play with them!) was to build a layout around the 

perimeter of our bedroom!  He used long 4” planks (just wide enough for two tracks), and made up long T-

sections, with one plank serving as the upright, and another providing the top surface.  So the layout was 

just 5 inches above floor-level!, but it extended all around three sides of the wooden-floored room.          

Just inside the door, there was space for a double plank width, and there we could have four tracks and an 

“engine shed” (which Dad built out of Masonite) for loco parking.  From the engine shed there were two 

tracks running the length of the left-hand wall (the one separating ours from our sister’s bedroom), 

converging into one track just before the corner.  In that corner there was a turning loop, which the engine 

shed track joined into.  Along the wall under the bedroom window, Dad again used two of the Ts, and so 

there was again space for four tracks, and we had a separate “station” structure that could be pushed up 

against the outside track.  Four tracks then converged into two, and from there the tracks curved around 

the next corner and then followed the right-hand wall (behind my brother’s bed!).  There was then another 

big turning loop (where we developed our “farm”) on a removable board (about ¾ the size of the single 
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bed) that was under my brother’s bed.  So we had to move his bed out of the way to connect up and be 

able to see our trains running round the dogbone layout (but fortunately it was a very big bedroom, and we 

had the space).   I recall that at some stage we also built temporary “ramps” so that we could lead trains 

down off the 5” high layout, down onto the wooden floor, from where we would extend the layout “free-

style” (and loose!), wherever we wanted it to go (and then have to pick it all up afterwards). 

The control panel was mounted on the wall near the window, with a little shelf for the green transformer.  

There were multiple switches to be able to isolate different parts of the track, so that the locos could be 

“parked”, and also a couple of switch-boxes for some of the points.  Of course it was all analogue in those 

days, but when I think back I am really impressed at how much effort our father put in to make it a 

workable layout (he, of course, did all the work!), within the spatial constraints that we had! 

   

   

But eventually, as teenagers, we got tired of trains!  A younger neighbour who lived two houses away had 

meanwhile got Scalectrix, which was MUCH more exciting to play!  And so, more and more, we raced his 

Scalectrix cars rather than playing our trains, and then as other things (like girls, and Scouts and Matric) 

became more important in my life, our train set eventually fell into disuse.  I moved out into what had been 

my mother’s tiny sewing room (now THAT should have been our “train room”, rather!) so that I could have 

some privacy and concentrate on my studies, and at some stage (I don’t remember when) the floor-level 

layout was removed from my brother’s room and the trains were packed away.  Certainly, by the time I 

came out of the Army, it was no longer there...  

Yes, naturally I had travelled on “big” trains a bit as a youngster…  As a 6-year old I had travelled up from 

Cape Town to Joburg (with the family) when my father was posted to a new job (but I remember nothing of 

that journey!).  When I was 15 my mother had a major operation, and needed to recuperate.  My mother, 

brother, sister and myself travelled down to Pietermaritzburg by train overnight at the start of the July 
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holidays, so that we could stay with her parents for a week or two, before my father drove down and joined 

us, and we moved on to a rented house at Park Rynie for another 10 days or so.  And as a Boy Scout, 

probably that same year, my good buddy and co-Patrol Leader and I caught a train out to Magaliesberg on a 

Saturday (and back on the Sunday) for us to do our Venturer Hike out there.  And at the end of my Std. 9 

year (1969), another friend and I rode from Joburg to Durban on our bicycles… while we were on the road, 

his parents drove past us on their way to camp at Banana Beach for the December holidays... when Rodney 

and I arrived in Durban, after a week on the road, we then caught the coastal train (with our bikes in the 

guard’s van) from Durbs to Port Shepstone, where Rodney’s father met us… I then camped a night or two 

with them at Banana Beach, before catching the coastal train back to Durban (on my own), and then a 

Railway Bus up to Pietermaritzburg, where I spent another day or two with my grandparents before 

catching the overnight train back to Joburg (and Rodney’s Dad brought our bikes back on his trailer).  And 

then later that same December holiday, our car broke down in Cape Town while we were there on holiday, 

and I needed to rush back to Joburg by train to start my Matric school year (and got a cinder in my eye while 

sitting with my head out of the carriage window looking at the Karoo vistas). And then travelling between 

Joburg and Ladysmith and back by train as a National Serviceman in 1971…  But I have to confess that, to be 

honest, nothing about prototype trains particularly impressed me at that time. 

Trains then disappeared out of my life for a number of years (probably nearly 20 or so), through my Varsity 

studies, getting married and setting up and living in our first home in Potch.   

We moved down to Brackenfell in the Cape in 1984, where our kids were born.  And only when my son was 

about 4 or 5 (so late 1980s), I started thinking that he too should have a train set to play with.  I asked my 

mother what had happened to my (and my brother’s) 

old train set.  She’d packed it up once we stopped 

playing, and gave it “back” to the uncle in Maritzburg 

who had given me my first train, as he by then had 

sons of his own (10 years younger than us).  So I 

contacted the older of my cousins, and asked what 

had since become of the trains.  He said they had 

developed a basic layout in the workshop off my 

uncle’s garage, and had added bits and pieces to the 

collection (mostly Continental Lima and Rivarossi), and also played trains for a few years.  But, like with my 

brother and I, they too had meanwhile tired of trains and moved on to other interests.  The trains had been 

packed away in boxes in my uncle’s garage, and were apparently still stored there!    

I asked my cousins for “our” train set back!  By this stage, some of the items would have been more than 30 

years old!  And it was a real hotchpotch of stuff that I then acquired…  

As we didn’t have a spare room in our Cape house, I decided the only way to go was with a suspended 

layout in the garage.  I bought some 2”x3” timber and made up a (rather heavy!) 3m x 1,8m wooden frame.  

I then (stupidly!, but due to financial constraints) used what I call “pressboard” (that’s the kind that you can 

easily push drawing pins into – looks rather like Weetbix!) as the layout surface.  This was suspended from 

the garage rafters using nylon rope and basic pulleys (I always intended to buy a winch to make the hoisting 

easier, but just never got that far!).  This whole heavy contraption then had to be lowered (only rather 
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occasionally!) onto some low trestles for my son to be able to see what was happening on the board (and 

for us to play trains together!). 

We set out an extremely basic track system, pinned to the board with drawing pins, with a few sidings and 

the obligatory cross-over (just because we had one!), and had a very simplistic “farm” area, a bit of a 

“town”, and a station and a mountain with a tunnel through it.  And that pretty much sufficed for the year 

or two that we still lived on in the Cape. 

In 1990 I applied for and got a new job – up in Joburg!  So we needed to move.  Everything on the layout 

was very temporarily “placed” there (nothing was fixed down with anything more substantial than drawing 

pins!), so it was all easily removed and boxed for the move.  The “trainboard” came too!  

We bought a house in Brackenhurst, but it only had a single garage.  We wanted two.  So we got a 

contractor to convert the single garage into a study, and built on a double garage.  While this was 

happening, the trainboard had to stand outside, leaning against a wall, wrapped in a plastic sheet.  When 

the building work was completed, I removed the plastic sheet to move the trainboard into the new garage, 

and discovered – yip!... you guessed correctly! – that the pressboard had swelled up like wet Weetbix on 

the edges, and much of the surface was rather warped!  

We did set out the tracks again (just temporarily), but with the warping of the surface nothing really 

worked!  I should then have replaced the pressboard surface, but sadly never got that far…  And it was such 

a mission to raise and lower the board each time we wanted to play, that eventually we just stopped doing 

so…  That board still hangs in the garage today (31 years later!), and is just a convenient “shelf” for storing 

empty boxes, etc., in what is by now an exceptionally cluttered garage / storage area!     

   

This train layout thing just wasn’t working out for us!  I’m really not much of a “handyman”, at the best of 

times, and besides which, we were starting to get very involved in our church, and I was especially involved 

with the worship group, which meant practices on Saturdays and services on Sundays, almost every 

weekend, if we weren’t away caravanning…  Besides that, I had a busy job that took me away from home a 

lot.  Trains definitely suffered as a result!...  
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But the hankering after trains was still there!  Somewhere (maybe it was a newspaper mention?) I saw that 

a train club called EMRIG was having a model trains “open day” in Kya Sands, in May 1994.  (The 1993 flier 

below was provided to me by Mervyn Mark, from his files, quite coincidentally, at our October 2021 Swap 

Meet, only days after I had written this article!)  My son and I went along, and loved it – watching the club 

members running their trains on a large modular layout set up in a warehouse.  So, believe it or not, I’ve 

actually joined EMRIG twice!  I joined in June of 1994, when Derek Sawyer was the Secretary and Rod 

Hering the Treasurer (who was then Chairman?), and the 

annual membership fee was just R40! 

 

But I was only a member for a couple of years, and then I let 

that membership lapse.  Because of my busy worship group 

involvement at church, I was invariably never available on 

the weekends when EMRIG met up.  I drifted away again… 

In July 2014 (another twenty years later!) I once again bumped into EMRIG, who had a display at 

Greenstone Mall on a day when I just happened (because our son lived in the area) to be visiting the Mall 

(was it at the Caves hobby shop?).  I had a few months before been to HobbyEx, and had watched Rinke 

Blok at his stall demonstrating making landscapes with plaster bandage on a module, and had decided then 

that I really wanted to get back to trains.  But I was looking for somewhere where I would be able to run 

trains without having to develop / have my own layout…  Despite knowing that I still wasn’t going to be able 

to commit to being an “active” member, I signed up once again and paid my fees there and then at 

Greenstone (Theuns was the Treasurer at the time)!  

Even though I was at that time leading worship on 3 out of 4 weekends, I made the very occasional trip out 

to Benoni, where EMRIG was, then, based in what is now the Pick ‘n Pay Clothing store.  Colin TT of course 

was the Chairman (and Peter Fish was Secretary?)…   

Now at least I had access to a layout, and just needed my own trains to run there, obviously only on the 

analogue (DC) Exhibition Layout.  But I mos had my own trains…  
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The first time I took my old trains through with me, I must have stood there looking rather helpless…  All the 

main manne were running their fancy DCC trains on the big DCC layout, while I stood at the DC Exhibition 

Layout, trying hard to get my ancient locos to run.  Nothing worked, or if it did, it made one hell of a noise!  

Terrence Marx very kindly came over and offered to assist.  He first suggested that we clean the wheels, 

because they were filthy!  And then suggested that perhaps the noisy locos needed a bit of lubrication…  

Eventually, and as gently and diplomatically as he could, he suggested that maybe my old locos were better 

suited to being put in a display cabinet than being run on a layout!   Sadly I had to agree with him! 

By late 2015 I had decided that I had had more than enough of church and leading worship, after 22 years!  

It was time to phase that out, and start making a lot more time for trains!  I was also getting very tired of 

just running my rather limited analogue train collection on the little Exhibition Layout. 

I attended an up-coming Swap Meet…  I decided that, come what may, I needed to go digital!  But what to 

buy???  Do I go South African, or American, or British?  What could I afford?  Someone (Terrence?) 

suggested that I ask Mervyn Mark for advice.    

I explained to Mervyn that I was just returning to the hobby, had found that my ancient locos were pretty 

much useless, and that in the interim DCC had become “the thing”.  I didn’t know in what direction to 

head… Could he advise?  Mervyn explained that SAR was pretty expensive, American was “dime a dozen”, 

and then said “Of course, if you ask Colin TT, or my friend Doug Langford over here (who was assisting 

Mervyn at his stall), they will tell you to go 

British!”  He called Doug over, explained 

my situation, and Doug of course told me, 

with a big smile, that I HAD to go British!  

He reached over and picked up a beautiful 

little green Bachmann Class 56xx 0-6-2 

Great Western Railways Collet-designed 

pannier tank engine, dating back to 1924 – 

R600.00 and digital, no sound but darem 

digital (!!!!), and put it in my hand.  Of course I bought it!     

And then, of course, I needed a Digitrax Throttle, to be able to run it!...  Fortunately John Burkhardt had his 

table not far away!  And then I also needed some appropriate British wagons to go with my “new” DCC loco, 

and Mervyn had lots!, and so started my love affair with the little old British two-axle wagons… 

Not long after that, a friend, who knew I was now getting back into model trains, offered me an SAR train 

set.  His older brother had passed away, and Graham was disposing of his brother’s trains on behalf of his 

sister-in-law.  I asked how much he wanted for the set – a DC Class 34 diesel loco and a nice rake of freight 

wagons, Lima, but all fitted with kaydee couplers and bogies.  He told me to make a reasonable offer.  

Having no idea what to offer, I took the trains to Mervyn, and he told me what he thought they were worth 

(a realistic selling price).  I made the offer to Graham, which he kindly accepted without argument, and then 

graciously asked me to rather pay over the money to Amcare, a local charity, which I gladly did.  

So now I had a great SAR train, but again it was DC, and I really wanted it to be digital, and this time with 

sound!  So I took the loco off to JohnB’s place, and soon I was the proud owner of another digital loco, this 
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one now with superb sound! 

I have bought a few (far more than my wife knows about!) locos and rolling stock items since then, much 

(but not all) of it second-hand from Mervyn.  A lot of the locos are digital, and to some I have had sound 

decoders and speakers fitted, as and when I have had some money to spend.   

 

I have also now increasingly diversified into American trains…  EMRIG (again Colin TT) arranged a layout visit 

to GFG – the Gauteng Free-Mo Group – and I was smitten by the whole “operations” thing, driving a train 

with a purpose, not just to go round and round, but to move specific freight cars to particular destinations, 

and I was sold!  If I could live my life over again, I think I would become a shunter on the railways!  

 

So there’s now the long version of my story!  That’s how it all began for me!...      BLD 
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Running Trainz Virtually: Switching from T:ANE to TRS2019 

By Brian Dawson 

With my Trainz: A New Era (T:ANE) package (the 2015 version of Trainz which I bought during Lockdown 

because it was cheaper than the TRS2019 version that was already the “current” one at the time, and also 

because it was the same version that Jan had), I was starting to run out of “interesting” things to do.   I had 

run all of the sessions of all of the routes that came as part of the original package deal (even the Japanese 

and German routes).  I had also bought numerous additional (the “affordable”) routes – ones that had 

caught my fancy either because they were places that interested me (such as the Mojave/ Tehachapi, 

Canadian Rocky Mountains, and the Settle – Carlisle routes), or else (and as more often was the case) 

because they were “operations” routes particularly involving lots of shunting activity (such as the Short 

Line, Midwestern Branch, Brazemore Yard, and Franklin Ave Industrial routes, all previously described).   

Whenever I receive the monthly emailed newsletter from N3V Games, announcing new products or 

updates or “specials”, I will scan through it quickly to see if there are any new routes that are “of interest” 

(you can see that I have at least partly gotten over my fear and distrust of buying stuff on-line!!).  N3V 

Games are busy preparing to release their TRS (Trainz Railroad Simulator) 2022 version of Trainz, so most 

of their newsletters these days are filled with promo snippets about TRS22.  But, from time to time, there 

are still new routes being announced.  However, more and more often, there is a problem (and it’s not just 

the financial “nope, that’s more than I 

can afford!” problem!).  More and 

more often, the description of the new 

route says “compatible with TRS2019 

and higher”.   And if it doesn’t say 

“compatible with T:ANE”, then it 

isn’t…!  I realised that it was getting to 

be time to “upgrade”… which, for me, 

meant moving up just a level to 

TRS2019, which was being offered at a heavily discounted price because of the impending arrival of TRS22 

(which is currently for sale at $69,99!)…  

Having been caught out once before, I was concerned about the “system requirements” for the programme, 

but when I checked these I found that my current (already upgraded) computer system (memory, hard-drive 

capacity and graphics card) would still be adequate to run TRS2019.  

So I decided to get myself an early Christmas present to myself (!), and bought TRS2019 on 26th November 
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for just $29,99 (R491,46).  Once again, there was absolutely no problem with the credit card purchase (so I’d 

only pay for it at the end of December – and if I’d just waited another week I’d only have had to pay at the 

end of January!), and I soon received their email saying that I was now the proud owner of the 

downloadable version of TRS2019 (as opposed to buying discs which would have to be shipped out to me). 

My only other concern was whether, having already bought all those other additional routes for T:ANE, 

would they also be accessible to me and able to run in TRS2019?   

TRS2019 comes with a couple of the routes which were included in my original T:ANE package (so there is 

some duplication), but also includes a suite of new routes!  And then one of the original routes (Kickstarter 

County) now (in TRS2019) comes instead as an upgraded “Kickstarter County 2” version, which has a 

completely different suite of sessions based on the same (layout) route. 

 

 See the advert for Trainz22 even here on the start-up page for TRS2019!… 

I chose to do the “quick and easy” download version to get TRS2019 onto my computer.  This way, it would 

initially only download certain required basic core elements.  Then all of the new routes included in the new 

package would be shown as available (“purchased”), and I just need to download each particular route 

(once off) when I want to run it, rather than downloading absolutely everything at the beginning before I 

could get started. 
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Then, when TRS2019 was up and running (and I didn’t even need to call in my tech-expert son or son-in-law 

to assist me!   ), to my delight I discovered that all of the additional routes I’d purchased were also 

available in the same way, showing in TRS2019 as “purchased”, but still needing to be re-downloaded into 

TRS2019.  I have downloaded a couple of them again (like the basic Kickstarter County), so that they now sit 

in both TRS2019 and in T:ANE, but have since decided that it makes a lot more sense (seeing as hard-drive 

space is at some time in the not too distant future going to become an issue, and an upgrade to a 1TB 

*actually 960GB!+ Solid State Drive is going to cost me an additional R2500!) to just leave them in T:ANE, 

rather than have them twice…    

TRS2019 has a very different “feel” to it, compared to T:ANE.  I’d noticed this when my friend Dave bought 

TRS2019, even though I told him at the time to buy T:ANE.  And when he was going nowhere slowly, and 

wanted some “coaching”, I went and sat with him at his computer to tell him how to run the session – and 

everything looked VERY different!...... 

   

Kickstarter County menu in T:ANE  Kickstarter County menu in TRS2019 

The same functions are all still there, but the menus have been changed in appearance, and, to me, being 

so used to T:ANE, they feel a lot less intuitive…   

The operator controls are very similar, except that in TRS2019 the default setting is the “Realistic mode” 

control panel (equipped with a forward/reverse lever, a notched accelerator, and the controls for the three 

different train brakes), rather than the much simpler “DCC” type of control (“Easy mode”), with a knob that 

rotates, with train direction dependent on the direction of rotation, and the speed dependent on how much 

you rotate it.  In T:ANE you are at least asked at the start of each session to select the type of control that 

you wish to use.  
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Mode selection in T:ANE Mode selection in TRS2019… see those three little 

buttons below the blue disc? That’s them! 

  

Easy mode controls in T:ANE    Easy mode controls in TRS2019 

   

Realistic mode controls in T:ANE   Realistic mode controls in TRS2019 

 In TRS2019 the default control panel comes up, and you have to click on some rather obscure little buttons 

on the right of the control panel (I only discovered them by accident, but then I have to confess that I still 

haven’t read the manual!) to find the simpler mode.  In T:ANE, the control functions are all contained within 

a neat little 45mm x 35mm black panel in the bottom right hand corner of the screen (so yes, it does 
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obscure a small part of the “view”), whereas in TRS2019 the white clickable function buttons are visible, 

overlying whatever the current view is in the background (so that the view is less obscured), also in the 

bottom right corner.  

T:ANE has a small black 50mm x 65mm “information” panel in the top right hand corner of the screen), in 

which are displayed the current train speed, the current speed limit, and the time.  Below that is the next 

speed zone ahead (showing the max speed allowed), the distance to the speed zone change, the colour of 

the next signal ahead, and the distance to that signal, an odometer (distance travelled from start), as well as 

the current gradient (but no indication of gradients to come). 

  

TRS2019 has what I originally thought was a rather vague-looking graphic along the bottom of the screen, 

representing the route ahead as a bumpy white line.  The angle of the line (relative to horizontal) shows the 

gradient changes (there is 

also a small vertical line 

below the line, where the 

gradient change occurs, 

and the gradient figure as 

a % is shown).  There are 

short vertical lines above 

the graph at the position 

where the speed zone 

changes (and the speed 

figure *in mph or kph, depending on what has been selected+) is shown next to this line at the start of the 

zone.  There is a small inverted V (^) which represents the position of the loco on the graphic line (this ^ 

stays in a fixed position towards the left side of the screen), and the line scrolls to the left past this fixed 

position as the train moves.   There is no mention of the distance to the next speed zone change.  There is 

also no mention of distance to the next signal, but the positions of the signals are indicated by little green / 

yellow / red lollipops seemingly suspended from the graphic line.  If the points ahead are set against the 
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train, or there is some other obstruction such as parked wagons or an oncoming train, the graphic line has a 

red end to it (and in some sessions there is a red lollipop 

dot below the line at that point), and the rest of the route 

beyond the point / obstruction is not indicated.  The red 

end portion of the line just gets closer and closer as the 

line runs out….     

There are also little “messages” that pop up briefly above 

the control panel in TRS2019, which are not shown in 

T:ANE.  These messages shout things like “Rough 

handing!”, or “Excessive curve speed!” at you, if you 

decelerate too quickly, couple at too high a speed, or 

round the curve faster than the system thinks you should (even if you are well within the speed limit!) 

One of the “bragged about” features of TRS2019, which wasn’t in T:ANE, is the “shadows” function.  

Everything (naturally) throws a shadow if the sun is shining (which is what you would expect!).  And the 

position / shape of the shadow changes as things move relative to the sun (as the “chase” position changes 

relative to the train, or as you shift your view left to right or up and down, or as the train rounds a curve…).  

And if a tree is blowing in the wind, its shadow on the ground moves in sympathy…  And all of this 

consumes computing power, and I found the moving shadows of the many trees blowing in the wind just 

way too irritating… and so I quickly worked out how to disable shadows! 

   

 T:ANE – no shadows    TRS2019 – with all the shadows 

The quality of the graphics in TRS2019 is a bit better than in T:ANE, but still definitely not wonderfully 

different.  But then I’m not all that desperately concerned about the graphics quality – for me it’s all about 

the operational aspects of the routes rather than the landscape appearance. 
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 T:ANE  Legacy of Burlington Northern Sawmill session start  TRS2019   

It took me a while to find the “pause” button in TRS2019!  In T:ANE it’s a button all by itself in the top menu 

line, very evident and easy to find when you wish / need to stop things in a hurry!  In TRS2019 it’s also 

there, but hidden in a drop-down menu behind 

the “Tools” icon… two clicks to pause things, 

instead of just one!  And the same holds for the 

screen-shot function, which I do tend to use quite 

a lot – it’s also more hidden away!   

Although I’m very change-averse by nature, I’m 

obviously getting more used to TRS2019, and 

liking it, the more I actually use it.  I’m getting 

used to the different layout on the screen, starting 

to know where to find things hidden behind 

obscure menu buttons.  And the “vague line” at 

the bottom of the screen is definitely way more 

informative than I had at first assumed! 

But what I like MOST about it is that I can now continue to expand the range of routes, and continue to 

explore different parts of the world – and get myself some more “operational” routes to do!!!     

So I’m definitely going to be buying that “Industrial Switching” route for $9,99 next!... 
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge… 

By Niel Wilson once again, this month!...         

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 

 2018 May  Ash Pappa 

 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 
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 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November … same story… 

 2018 December … same story….  

 2019 January to date…  …still nothing has changed    … and THEN………..!!!! 

 2019 May, June, July & Aug Kobus Pelser (thank you for all your hard work, Kobus!) 

 2019 September Shane Brinkley (all the way from Perth!!) 

 …………… and nothing has happened since then………….      

 2020 April  Mark Peddle 

 2020 May  George Lagoudis 

 2020 July, Aug, Sept Harry Ostrofsky 

 2020 November Jean Dulez 

 2020 December No contribution (no one was nominated..…) 

 2021 January  No contribution – Theuns dropped the ball!, and so I challenged Glynn… 

 2021 February  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2021 March  Shane Brinkley 

 2021 April  Mark asked for a month’s grace, and then another couple….  

 2021 August  Mark Peddle (who then challenged Craig…) 

 2021 September … waiting.. 

 2021 October  Craig Beretta 

 2021 December Eugene Saayman 

 2022 January  Jean Dulez (who kindly volunteered and submitted an article) 

 

And Eugene, when he wrote for our December issue, challenged Niel Wilson to write again… and here now 

is Niel’s latest contribution for our edification… 
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So you want to buy a DCC system…? 

I often have conversations with people who are new to the hobby or want to upgrade to DCC.  One of the 

most common questions is “Which is the best DCC system?”  The term “best” for a DCC system is 

subjective.  It depends on a number of factors and what the individual buying the system requires. 

The following factors should be considered when looking at a system… 

Price 

As with all things, price will always be a determining factor.  While there are cheap systems on the market it 

should be noted that they are less capable than their more expensive counterparts.  They may not be 

expandable or will have limited power output.  Of course a high-end system may have functions that you 

will probably not need if you’re just running a few trains. 

Functionality 

This is how you interact with the system to control trains.  Some systems have controllers that have loads of 

buttons that intimidate people, while other systems may use mobile devices to control trains. 

Some controllers will only allow you to access a limited number of functions, while other controllers will 

give access to a wider range of functions as well as control other auxiliary accessories that your system may 

have. 

Many of the new systems allow you to use mobile devices to control trains, however they often require 

extra components to allow for this. 

Power! 

DCC systems typically put out around 12 – 18V AC (ok…. technically it’s not AC, but for the purposes of this 

article it is).  Some systems are capable of higher voltages to run larger scales.   

The bigger question is how many amps the system is capable of putting out.  The majority of systems put 

out 3 or 5 amps.  This is important depending on how many locomotives you want to run at one time.   

Let’s assume that a single loco with sound and lights draws around 1 amp.  If you’re running a consist of 3 

locos you’d require 3 amps of power.   Some of the lower level systems may only be able to run a single 

sound loco at a time and would thus be unsuited for your needs. 

More power is always better.   

Expandability 

This is about adding other “parts” to your system.  Does the system allow you to add more power to the 

layout or add extra controls?  Can you add automatic signalling via a PC if that’s something you plan for the 

future?  
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In most cases when buying a system you might be locked into using that manufacturer’s components to 

expand your system. 

RTFM! 

Most manufacturers have their user manuals available for download from their websites.  Reading through 

the user manual will give you a deeper understanding of how the system works and its capabilities.  

Manuals also normally contain answers to most of the simple problems that you may experience.   

Support 

Beyond the manuals it’s helpful to have someone who can help you when you’re having difficulties.  Ideally 

this would be the dealer you bought the system from.   However, having friends who have used the system 

and have some understanding of how it works and can teach you the ins and outs is also of benefit. 

Take it for a Test Drive  

Like buying a car, test the system before buying one.   Visit your local club, dealer or a friend who has the 

same type of system that you’re interested in.  Run a couple of trains and get a feel for the usability of the 

system.  Decide if you like the way things work before committing to buying the system. 

Conclusion 

There is no best system.  The best system is the one that meets your requirements, and where you 

understand how it works.   

 

 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

Mark has drawn up and distributed the 2022 Duty Roster.   There are some changes to the Key Holders 

(from last year), and Tuesday evening running sessions are included.   The new roster was circulated to 

members by email.  

Here is the Key Duty Roster for the next few months of the year…  

  Date Name   Date Name 

5 Sat 29-01 Ash P 1 Wed 2-02 Clive S 

1 Sat 5-02 Brian D 2 Wed 9-02 Colin A 

2 Sat 12-02 Theuns W  3 Wed 16-02 Jean D  

3 Sat 19-02 John B 4 Wed 23-02 Brian D 
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4 Sat 26-02 Glynn C 1 Wed 2-03 Clive S 

1 Sat 5-03 Mark P 2 Wed 9-03 Colin A 

2 Sat 12-03 Kobus P 3 Wed 16-03 Jean D  

3 Sat 19-03 Colin A 4 Wed 23-03 Brian D 

4 Sat 26-03 Ash P 5 Wed 30-03 Jan K 

1 Sat 2-04 Brian D 1 Wed 6-04 Clive S 

2 Sat 9-04 Theuns W 2 Wed 13-04 Colin A 

3 Sat 16-04 Mark P 3 Wed 20-04 Jean D  

4 Sat 23-04 John B 4 Wed 27-04 Brian D 

5 Sat 30-04 Glynn C 1 Wed 4-05 Clive S 

      

 

To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets to 

protect the layout equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. (please don’t turn off 

the one closest to the window *left-hand switch powering the IR+, as the right-hand switch powers the 

Security Gate lock!!!).  

Mark is responsible for the roster – for any changes that need to be made, please liaise with Mark, or just 

swap out with someone else if you can’t make your date, and let Mark know what you have arranged.  

 

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Tuesday 22nd February  Evening running at the club – European trains   

 Saturday 26th February  EMRIG Swap Meet, Northmead  

 Sunday 27th March  Toyz 4 Boyz, Rand Airport (EMRIG exhibiting!) 

 Saturday 2nd April  Planes, Trains and Automobiles, SAA Museum, Rand Airport  

 Tuesday 29th March  Evening running at the club – American trains 

 Tuesday 26th April  Evening running at the club – Swiss / German trains 

 ??? ????    The Great Model Train Expo  CURRENTLY POSTPONED INDEFINITELY 
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2022 Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain     glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Secretary – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Treasurer – Mia van Breda        

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Mark Peddle       mark@icemountain.co.za 

Swap Meet Manager – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Name: - Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Bank: -  FNB Northmead Square     Account No: -    625 483 74149     Branch code: - 250 655.  

Please, DO NOT forget to put YOUR NAME as the reference.  

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2022 WERE DISCUSSED AND FINALISED AT THE AGM.   
THE FEES FOR 2022 HAVE REGRETTABLY HAD TO BE SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED. 
THE FEES ARE NOW R1,200.00 FOR SINGLE MEMBER, AND R1,800.00 FOR FAMILY 
MEMBERSHIP.   

YOU CAN EITHER PAY ONCE OFF (BY END FEBRUARY), QUARTERLY (PAYABLE IN FEB, 
MAY, AUG & NOV), OR MONTHLY IF YOU PREFER, PAYABLE BY 5th OF THE MONTH. 

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE? – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!!   
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